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Global Markets | 2021 Asset Class Returns 

Source: Bloomberg and Goldman Sachs Asset Management. As of December 31, 2021
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Global Markets | 2021 Asset Class Returns 

Source: Goldman Sachs, Bloomberg 

MSCI World Index Style Returns – 31 Dec 2021

MSCI World Index Sector Returns – 31 Dec 2021 US Fixed Income Maturity and Quality Returns

European Fixed Income Maturity and Quality Returns
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SA Markets | 2021 Asset Class Returns 

Source: MorningStar. As of December 31, 2021.
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Macroeconomics



Global Outlook

Inflation Risk

China “Common Prosperity” 

Central Bank Response

• Chinese regulatory fears, supply chain disruption, global growth concerns and worries over the US Federal Reserve
tapering (reducing liquidity) have been central themes for financial markets in the 2nd half of 2021.

• As we enter 2022, financial markets seek to find out what “normal” rates of growth and inflation look like, and how
economic policy responds, after two years dominated by the effects of the pandemic.

• Global economic growth is likely to remain above trend for the first half of 2022 before normalising in the second
half as the effects of economic reopening's fade.

• The Fed is likely to end quantitative easing by the middle of 2022, while the ECB is expected to trim its bond-buying
program and the Bank of England is expected to raise interest rates. But with inflation and economic growth likely to
slow by midyear, policymakers will be cautious of the risk of overtightening. This will support equities.

• The recent announcement of the omicron variant has brought a lot of uncertainty to the market as this wasn’t priced
into 2022/3 growth outlooks. However early data suggests that hospitalisation rates are lower than initially feared.

• Volatility is likely to increase after an exceptionally accommodative period – China to contribute.

• Higher stock valuations, tighter credit spreads, and lower interest rates mean investors need to take on risk to
achieve positive expected real returns.

• We remain constructive on risk assets following a measured approach to portfolio allocations.

• Being long-term focused is key!

Global Themes in 2022



Global Inflation Risk

• Inflation, initially expected to fade quickly is proving to be more

stubborn.

• Fed Chair Jerome Powell acknowledged in testimony before Congress

that inflationary pressures, while still expected to abate in 2022,

remained elevated for long enough that the central bank may consider

ending its asset purchases earlier than planned.

• He stated that it is “probably a good time to retire the word “transitory”.

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, forecasts compiled  by Bloomberg 
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Global Inflation in 2021

Source: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 

Highest and lowest inflation across 46 countries
Annual inflation rate, third quarter 2021

Source: Bloomberg

Citi Global Inflation Surprise Index
Q3 1999 – Q3 2021

2021 Global 
Inflation Surprise 
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Supply chain disruptions near historical highs

U.S. indicator of supply chain constraints, 1948-2021
Highly unusual supply shocks are driving inflation higher. The expectation is for disruptions to gradually

dissipate in 2022 as manufacturing and production capacity comes back online. 

Sources: BlackRock Investment Institute, and Institute for Supply Management, with data from Haver Analytics, December 2021. Note: Index of manufacturing supply chain 
constraints is based on ISM survey indicators: supplier delivery times, backlog of orders, prices paid and inventories. The orange markers highlight episodes of peak supply 
chain constraints.
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U.S. spending breakdown and supply chain disruptions, 2017-2021

Changing mix of consumer spending driving bottlenecks
The pandemic spurred a jump in goods spending while services sectors have been slower to bounce

back. A better supply-demand balance is expected ahead as economies reopen.

Sources: BlackRock Investment Institute and U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis and IHS Markit, with data from Haver Analytics, December 2021. The chart on the left shows 
U.S. consumer spending broken down by goods and services relative to the total, rebased at January 2020. The chart on the right shows the U.S. Purchasing Managers’ 
Institute manufacturing index of supplier deliver times, with a lower number showing firms reporting a larger deterioration in delivery times.
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The Market’s View on Inflation

• Inflation isn’t going to carry on at these levels, according to the BofA Securities fund manager survey. Most expect it to fall, and the

confidence in a decline is the strongest in a decade.

• This is partly because of the base effect, but fund managers are blatantly not positioned for a re-run of serious escalation in prices.

• From Nov to Dec, the proportion asserting that inflation is transitory has declined, but it still remains high at 55%:

Source: BofA Global Fund Manager Survey

Inflation Expectations
Net % of BofA Fund Manager Survey investors expecting higher inflation

36% of Investors think Inflation is Permanent 
Do you think inflation is transitory of permanent? 

Source: BofA Global Fund Manager Survey
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Sensitivities to Inflation

Sensitivity of Industry Groups to Inflation
Banking, energy and automotive generally outperform 

when the market expects inflation to rise.

Source: Federal Reserve Board, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research (Feb 2021)
2-factor regression of monthly returns over the last 5 years

Sensitivity of Asset Classes to Inflation
Asset classes may respond differently during periods of high inflation. Equities have 

shown their highest real returns when inflation is between 2% to 3%. However, returns 
may become more volatile when inflation is high.

Source: MorningStar Direct, StrategiQ Capital
Note: Asset class returns are annualised returns of various market indexes: US BLS CPI All Urban SA (for inflation), LBMA Gold Price PM USD
(for gold), WTexas Crude Int Oil BL (for oil), Bloomberg US Treasury TR USD (for US Treasuries), Bloomberg US Corp A TR USD (for US
Corporate Bonds), FTSE Nareit All Equity REITs TR USD (for REITs) and S&P 500 PR (for S&P 500)
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Asset Allocation 

Pricing Power

Strong Fundamentals

Avoid ‘Market Timing’

Long-term is Key

1

2

3

4

5

Preparing for Inflation

1. Asset allocation is key

In past inflationary environments, global equities, infrastructure & REITs have performed well whereas commodities and
energy equities have been less reliable. Bonds have underperformed equities.

2. Pricing power is also important

Identify companies that can pass on rising costs. Often, these companies possess:
▪ Strong brands
▪ Monopoly pricing power
▪ Strong margins

3. Inflationary environments affect real returns

To combat this, look for strong fundamentals. Across a study of 2,258 firms over 15 years, companies that performed
the best on revenue and profit growth generated over two times the returns of average firms.

4. Avoid ‘Market Timing’

Since inflation can be unpredictable, investors can take note of some practices that they can control. The number one
mistake to avoid is ‘market timing’. Not only was market timing the most common mistake, but it is also considered the
most detrimental. Timing the market led to 71% more volatility compared to buy and hold strategies over a 30-year
period.

5. Being long-term focused is key

Based on 148 years of S&P 500 Index return data, the odds of losing money significantly decreases over the long run.
Over a one-month period, there is a 39% chance of losing money—but this plummets to 0.1% over 20 years.



Monetary “Tightening”

• Central banks across the world are faced with the delicate “balancing

act” of managing higher inflation through monetary tightening whilst not

“stunting” economic growth.

• With the exception of Turkey, many major EMs have started tightening

monetary policy this year to combat inflation.

Source: Refinitiv, Fidelity International, November 2021

Inflation will put pressure on central banks
to tighten in 2022
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Real Interest Rates

Real Rates
Taking a crude and simple but reasonable definition of the real rate — the central bank policy rate minus the headline rate of inflation. 

Here are the real rates of central banks across the world

Sources: Tradingeconomics.com, StrategiQ Capital as of 28 December 2021
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Employment

Labor participation relative to pre-Covid trend, 2016-2021
The Fed has achieved its inflation target, so its interpretation of its employment mandate is now key

for the rates outlook. Job protection schemes have helped Europe’s labor market bounce back faster.

Sources: BlackRock Investment Institute, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and Eurostat, UK ONS, with data from Haver Analytics, December 2021. 
Note: chart shows the rate of labor force participation, measured as the share of the working-age population who are part of the labor force. In the U.S. and UK the working-age population is defined as those aged 16 and older, and in 
the Euro area it is those aged 15 and older. The chart is expressed in terms of percentage point deviations from the participation rate in Q4 2019..
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Covid-19 Update

World: Covid Case Trends
(Rolling 7-day Change: Avg Z-Score)

Source: Topdown Charts, Refinitiv Datastream, WHO
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GDP Expectations  

2021 – 2023 GDP Expectations 
2022 is expected to be a year of two halves, with world economic growth above trend 

in H1 2022 before normalising in H2 2022 as reopening effects fade into 2023. 

Sources: Bloomberg Finance LP.

GDP Growth Expectations: 
Based to 100 for 2021
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Monetary Tightening 

G10 Central Banks tapered or ending purchases earlier than expected
Rate normalisation process also started in Norway, NZ, UK, LATAM and CEEMEA: 

Sources: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research



Bank of Japan (BoJ)
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Central Bank Responses

Federal Reserve European Central Bank (ECB) Bank of England (BoE)

We expect the Fed to end its 
monthly bond-buying program by 
the first half of the year.

Three 25bp interest hikes 
expected in 2022.

The ECB to further trim its Asset 
Purchase Programme (APP) to 
end by late 2022/ early 2023. 
(PEPP to end in Q1)

Policymakers likely to keep rates 
on hold throughout 2022.

The BoE to modestly hike rates in  
2022 (two or three 25bp interest 
hikes expected), following a 
surprise hike in Dec 2021.

BoE started tapering in Q2 2021, 
ending in late 2021. 

The BoJ likely to keep rates on 
hold throughout 2022

• Economic policy error is one of the key risks for investors and the global economy in 2022.

• Growth and inflation is expected to normalise in the second half of the year, but uncertainty about the timing, rate, and sequence of

normalisation means central banks are vulnerable to either overreaction or complacency.

• As a result, outside of accelerating inflation in 2022, central banks are likely to tolerate more inflation compared to previous regimes.



China Risk

• Beijing’s common prosperity agenda, its random political initiatives and its

interventionist behaviour in markets calls for a discount relative to the US, Europe

and Japan.

• China’s slowdown in growth has hit levels policymakers can no longer ignore -

grappling with a slowing manufacturing sector, debt problems in the property market

and persistent COVID-19 outbreaks.

• In response to the world’s 2nd largest economy slowing, China's central bank

recently cut the amount of cash that banks must hold in reserve, its second such

move this year, releasing long-term liquidity to bolster slowing economic growth.

• 2022 could see gradual policy loosening – both monetary and fiscal – following the

tight stance policymakers maintained in 2021. Valuations suggest markets are

already pricing in significant risks.

GDP Growth : 5.9% Inflation: 1.8% Debt to GDP: 70%

Source: TradingEconomics.com; 6 Dec 2021 
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China’s slowdown in growth 

Authorities can no longer ignore extent of China’s slowdown
Policymakers have been willing to sacrifice short-term growth for longer-term social objectives. Yet

they are not insensitive to a sharp slowdown in near-term growth. 

Sources: BlackRock Investment Institute, China’s Ministry of Finance with data from Haver Analytics, December 2021
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China’s strong Yuan

Yuan Strongest against U.S. Dollar in 3 Years
The last time it was at this level came in the summer of 2018, when 

Washington amped up its trade war rhetoric with extra tariffs. 

Sources: BlackRock Investment Institute, China’s Ministry of Finance with data from Haver Analytics, December 2021

Sources: Bloomberg

China’s real effective exchange rate
The yuan is its least competitive since the summer of 2015 based on estimated 

real effective exchange rates (adjustments for different rates of inflation)  

Sources: Bloomberg

• In 2015, PBOC surprised markets with three consecutive devaluations of the Chinese yuan renminbi (CNY), knocking over 3% off its value, causing months

of market volatility.

• During the U.S.-China trade war, the Chinese responded to trade tariffs using currency devaluation as a strategy to boost exports and local demand.



Market Expectations
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Equity valuations have come down from their 2020 highs

Source: I/B/E/S data by Refinitiv, StrategIQ Capital (30 Dec 2021)

Forward P/E Ratios of MSCI Indices
1995 - 2021
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Emerging Markets are Cheap

Emerging Market Equities vs S&P 500

Source: Bloomberg
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Bonds Relative to Equities Remain Expensive

Bond Market Return Expectations

Sources: Research Affiliates, StrategiQ Capital
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South African Landscape 



South African Outlook

SA Growth & Inflation

Asset Class Valuations

• Growth is projected to rebound to 5.2% in 2021 before slowing to 1.7% in 2022 and 1.8% in 2023.

• GDP growth in 2021 was driven by exports and household consumption. Household consumption is
supported by government social transfers and a drawdown of savings.

• Inflation, though increasing, remains under control and will hover around the 4.5% target of the Reserve
Bank.

• Monetary policy should remain slightly accommodative as growth is set to recede from next year (albeit with
risks tilted to the upside on account of the recent Rand depreciation and global dynamics).

• Consensus expects a further 75bp of rate hikes from the SARB in 2022 to a terminal 4.5% policy rate.

• High commodity demand and sustained high prices will continue to boost exports and government revenues
until mid-2022.

• The IMF have reiterated that the government is moving too slowly on implementing structural reforms on
energy, telecommunications and transport, reducing red tape for businesses, addressing systemic corruption
and paring down the degree of state ownership.

• Both SA equities and bonds are well priced – however SA is susceptible to rising global rates, SA structural
(e.g., Eskom) and political risks.

• The rand is fairly priced around R14.50 – R15.50 given the current global macro backdrop.

SA Themes in 2022

South African Reserve Bank
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Inflation & Growth Outlook

Source: South African Reserve Bank; Goldman Sachs International 

SA Inflation Outlook SA Growth Outlook

Source: South African Reserve Bank; Goldman Sachs International 

• The SARB hiked its policy rate by 25bp in Nov to 3.75% in a split 3-2 decision among MPC members.

• The committee marginally revised up its 2021, 2022 and 2023 inflation expectations, but remaining close to its 4.5% target of the Reserve Bank.

• The MPC also marginally revised down its GDP forecast for 2021 from 5.3% to 5.2% implying a more front-loaded recovery path.

• The MPC sees balanced risks to the growth outlook, but short-term upside risks to inflation.
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SARB Interest Rate Expectations

Source: South African Reserve Bank; Goldman Sachs International 

Number of Rate Hikes, FRA Market Expectations South Africa Repo Rate: 1996 - 2021

Source: South African Reserve Bank; Goldman Sachs International 

• Forward guidance from the SARB has emphasised a “gradual” normalisation & moderate inflation outlook - this should imply rates remain “lower for longer”.

• GS forecast a further 75bp of rate hikes in 2022 to a 4.50% terminal policy rate - we share this view.

• Risks remain tilted to the upside on account of the recent Rand depreciation and global dynamics.
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3 x 25bp hikes in 2022: 0.75%

Source: Tradingeconomics.com; South African Reserve Bank
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SA Current Account – The “Resource Effect”

South African Current Account to GDP

Source: Tradingeconomics.com; South African Reserve Bank

SA current account surplus in Q3 
was 3.6% of GDP, compared with 

5.1% in the previous quarter. 
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SA Current Account – The “Resource Effect”

Exports and commodities led the recovery Investment remains subdued

Source: OECD Economic Outlook 110 database; South African Reserve Bank; and OECD calculations
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South African “vulnerability” 

Source: Pictet Asset Management, BIS, CEIC, DataStream, Bloomberg

Emerging Countries Scorecard: vulnerability index based on 13 risk factors
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The Rand

• The longer-term trend suggests that the rand is trading near fair value at USDZAR 16:1.

• Over the past 12 months, the USDZAR has traded in a range of R15,40 – R14,25 most of the period.

• Over the next 12 months, our fair value trading range is between R15,25 – R16,25 provided the current macro remains in place as the rand always

remains vulnerable to depreciation (i.e., its longer-term trend).

The rand relative to the US Dollar over 25 Years

Source: Tradingeconomics.com, 31 Dec 2021

12-month trading band of USDZAR
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SA Assets are Cheap

Real Yields Across the World
The real yield is negative for most countries (not for SA)

This means parking cash in government bonds does not preserve its purchasing power

Source: Tradingeconomics.com

Note: The real yield is calculated as the difference between the 10-year government bonds and the inflation rate. 

Source: I/B/E/S data by Refinitiv

South Africa Equity  MSCI P/E Multiple

SA 10-YearBond: Fundamental Yield Build-Up

Source: Source: Bloomberg, Calculations by PortfolioMetrix



MARKET RISKS



Market Risks
Risk Rating

1 2 3 4 5

Inflation Risk 4

China Risk (Policy Shifts, Property Market) 4

Timing Monetary Policy 3

New Covid Variants 2

China, Hong Kong, Taiwan Tensions 2

US China Trade Tensions (Tech, ADRs) 3

Elevated US Stock Valuations 2

SA Structural & Political Risk 3
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Tactical Asset 
Allocation Views

Q1 
2022

Q4 
2021

Comments

Developed Markets N

We reduce our developed market equities to neutral. We anticipate earnings momentum to continue in 2022 which will
provide an underpin to valuations. Furthermore, developed market equities are supported by low real yields with the
expectation that monetary policy is likely to be more accommodative than previous cycles. We favour U.S. and European
equities over U.K. and Japanese equities but are mindful of diversified DM exposure. U.S. equities whilst relatively more
expensive, continue to display strong earnings momentum together with high quality attributes. We favour European
equities due to a stronger economic backdrop together with attractive valuations.

Emerging Markets N
We upgrade EM equities to moderately over-weight despite U.S. dollar outlook uncertainty and many Emerging market
economies having started a tightening policy. We however consider many of these risks already reflected in current
valuations.

Listed Property
We maintain our view on property. We anticipate that the cyclical upswing in economic activity in 2021 will continue into
2022, providing a supportive backdrop for the listed property sector. We also expect a slower pace of rate hikes
compared to previous cycles of similar growth and inflation, which will be supportive of the sector.

Sovereign Debt With real yields declining amid rising inflation expectations, we remain underweight developed market sovereign debt.

Investment Grade N
We downgrade our investment grade debt allocation to moderately under-weight. We see little room for further yield
spread compression and remain concerned about interest rate risk.

Emerging Market Debt N
In this globally low yield environment, we also favour emerging market debt in select geographies. Valuations are
attractive and yields already reflect EM monetary policy tightening and macroeconomic risks.

Offshore Cash N N
Given the potential for inflation risk facing fixed income assets, cash currently provides multi-asset portfolios with a more
sensible hedge against market volatility associated with risk assets.

OFFSHORE MARKETS

Underweight Moderately
overweight

Moderately
underweight

OverweightNeutral

N



SA Asset Classes
Q1

2022
Q4

2021
Comments

SA Equity

We continue to remain moderately over-weight SA equities. A strong global growth backdrop & the commodity cycle
upswing is positive for SA. The reopening of the SA economy is also gaining momentum as vaccine rollouts take place.
Overall, local equity valuations are attractive but require economic growth to further unlock value which we will be
closely monitoring.

SA Fixed Income
SA government bonds continue to offer good relative value with real yields in excess of >450bps in hard currency which
can't be ignored if the carry trade remains relevant for SA bonds. We are less constructive on SA credit.

SA Cash
With the SARB hiking interest rates by 25bps in Dec and expected to hike rates by a further 75bps in 2022, money
market yields are set to increase closer to the SARB’s terminal 4.5% policy rate. This will reduce the negative real yield
carry currently present in this asset class, but money market rates continue to achieve a negative real yield after costs.

SA Listed Property N N

The South African listed property market has recovered well in 2021. The expectation of 75bps rate hikes in 2022 needs
to be measured against South Africa’s growth backdrop which is forecast to be front-loaded to 2022. The impacts of C-
19 has had a devastating impact on the sector over the short to medium term, both from an occupancy and rental
escalation perspective. However, valuations remain fairly attractive – therefore we maintain a neutral view.

Preference Shares N N

In a low yield environment, preference shares offer an attractive yield and favourable tax treatment. The majority of the
sector is also trading at meaningful discounts to their par values and the SARB has indicated that the rate cutting cycle
may have bottomed. A declining investment universe and a lack of liquidity are structural headwinds facing the asset
class. Given the relative performance in 2021, we are tactically neutral going into 2022.

$/R (+ for ZAR strength) N N

Emerging market currencies including the rand remain vulnerable to monetary tightening in the U.S. Internal factors
weighing against the rand include SA’s structurally vulnerable economy and poor vaccine roll-out, leading to delayed
business activity. Favourable factors for the rand include the commodity cycle upswing and SA positive carry trade. Fair
value appears to be between USD15.25 – USD16.25.

LOCAL MARKETS

Underweight Moderately
overweight

Moderately
underweight

OverweightNeutral

N
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